Greenpeace:
‘”The truth is that many environmental issues we fought for ten years back are as good as solved. Even so, the
strategy continues to focus on the assumption that everything is going to hell.”
Quoted in Lomborg (2005)

In caring for our environment, understanding core issues is essential
We feel hurt, saddened, angry and dispirited when, in ignorance, humans pollute our beautiful planet’s
natural environment. Once we become aware of such damage and understand its consequences though,
we take action. In major cities such as London, atmospheric pollution is now far lower than at any time since
the 1300’s - despite massively increased population, millions of cars, and industry. For people in developed
nations, lives are easier, safer, healthier and longer—thanks to human technology and care. Roberts (2009)
In my experience across Australia and North America and in Britain, China, New Zealand, Japan, Korea, Fiji
and India, humans inherently care for each other, for fellow creatures and for our natural environment. You
surely share my deep need to express our care by taking meaningful action to protect our planet’s natural
environment.
The root cause of environmental damage, even in systemic organisational failures, is often lack of
understanding and/or lack of means for protecting the environment. For people living in a sprawling,
shantytown trapped in poverty it’s difficult to avoid polluting their creek.
History and current events reveal that when understanding of the challenges and of people’s real needs is
lacking, care can be misdirected and cause enormous damage, death and misery. A fundamental for guiding
and ensuring our care is to base care on sound understanding.
Lets consider some environmental challenges.

‘Trading’ credits and inflicting taxes on transient, fleeting CO2 are Governments’ perfect
revenue base, banks’ perfect commission base - and environmental nightmares
Canadian environmentalist Lawrence Solomon, quote:
“But Kyoto is not an insurance policy. Just the opposite, it is the single greatest threat today to the
global environment, because it makes carbon into currency. Carbon is the element upon which all
living things are built. With carbon a kind of currency—which is what all carbon taxes and carbon
trading and similar schemes do—all ecosystems suddenly have a commercial value that makes
them subject to manipulation for gain.” Roberts (2010) and Solomon (2008).
Carbon is in every cell of every animal and plant. Carbon dioxide, CO2 is part of our breathing. As Nature’s
invisible, odourless, transient trace gas essential to all life on Earth, it’s a perfect tax base for governments and
commission base for banks trading vague CO2 credits. Humanitarian and environmental damage is already
occurring from the attempted commoditising of fleeting CO2. Roberts (2009) and Solomon (2008). Yet CO2
credits can have no impact on climate.

Low cost, reliable, plentiful, clean and environmentally responsible energy are essential to
minimising pollution
Roberts (2009) pages 30 and 31, explains low energy prices are essential to protecting our environment.
Artificial, arbitrary CO2 ‘trading’ schemes harm the environment, especially in nations already struck down
by poverty.
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Wasting attention, time and resources on a fraudulent non-problem (CO2) prevents those
same resources being used to address real and serious environmental challenges
The UN IPCC’s unfounded ‘global warming’ scare is demonstrably fraudulent. Roberts (2009) pages 48 and 49
explains how focusing on this non-problem undermines real environmental challenges.

Corruption of science and diversion of scientific resources from investigating and
understanding real challenges
Russian scientists seem to not be choked by frenzied politicians pretending to protect us from Nature’s CO2.
Their research seems well ahead in understanding what they see as the apparently serious threat of looming
global cooling. While global warming brings many benefits including higher crop yields, past cooling has
decimated agricultural land and reduced yields. Solomon (2008) and Roberts (2010).
Solar physicists are predicting a phase of up to 30 years of solar cooling to rival the destructive Maunder
Minimum. Yet this is not even being discussed at highest bureaucratic, political and scientific levels. That’s
negligence. Unfounded fear of natural cyclic global warming is diverting resources from adapting to global
cooling, a genuine threat now predicted by eminent scientists.
During the last three hundred years science took us to a new age of enlightenment with humanity benefiting
from greater objectivity in making decisions. The UN IPCC’s fraud though seriously undermines science’s
integrity. When governments attempt to make policy, public loss of confidence in science instead creates
turmoil. Lacking confidence in data, policy yields to the loudest, cunningest or most threatening bully.
The UN IPCC’s fraud is diverting science onto a non-issue, CO2. Political momentum is making it needlessly
more difficult for genuine scientists to obtain funding outside of climate-related topics. That threatens
research in medicine, health, food, agriculture and the environment.

Our economic and emotional states and freedom affect our ability to care for the
environment
Economic vandalism and destruction
Pursuit of CO2 credits that can have no effect on climate artificially adds to cost structures. Trading CO2
credits will give windfall profits to major banks and other beneficiaries including Al Gore and Maurice Strong
on the board of the Chicago Climate Exchange. CO2 credits will decimate industry and economies.
Nations such as Spain are already mired in politically motivated, unsound and uneconomic blind rushes into
heavily subsidised alternative energy. They’re already paying with the burden of economic inefficiency and
deep job cuts – all for no benefit on climate.

Emotional instability from spreading unfounded fear and guilt—especially
among children
Deep, lasting joy and inner peace are among our quests on Earth. Yet humans are vulnerable to politicians,
activists and sensationalist media tapping our inherent care and twisting it back on us as guilt. Engulfed in
guilt and frightened by UN IPCC eco-fraud falsely wrapped as ‘science’, people are herded by unfounded
sensational headlines and frenzied politicians pushing fear.
Emotional pressures and disorders were supposedly rising. We cannot afford to have humanity choked with
additional emotional and spiritual damage from unfounded guilt and fear.
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Destruction of freedom - personal, community and national
History shows that stifling excess government control saps human initiative, creativity, responsibility and
care. Former Eastern European communist nations are still overcoming their disastrous environmental
legacies. As freedom grows, environmental responsibility and environmental care has blossomed with
dramatic reduction in pollution. Klaus (2007) and Lomborg (2005) within Roberts (2009).
The iron grip of increased government control over people’s lives through strangling regulation of energy
crucial to modern life destroys freedom. Families already under pressure from rising costs face dramatic
increases in energy costs. These will be reflected in every industry sector and in every household expenditure.
They will cut disposable income and freedom of choice.
Global governance structure. Recently the IMF continued its push to institutionalise global financial
monitoring including its aim to levy taxes. According to Lord Monckton’s analysis, the Copenhagen draft
treaty included provisions for global governance. Global governance can occur without global government.
Global governance merely needs ceding national sovereignty through treaties enforceable on signatory
nations. Kelly (2010) and Monckton (2010).
Correspondence with senior executives in Australia’s government funded science agency, CSIRO and my
preliminary research are revealing. It seems CSIRO has abdicated Australia’s scientific sovereignty by simply
endorsing the UN IPCC’s unfounded core claim of human warming— with no real-world scientific evidence.
Part 3 will include examples of humanitarian issues including millions of deaths caused by the UN’s lack
of understanding of core ‘environmental’ issues. It will discuss the shameful neglect of Australia’s most
vulnerable and underrepresented people in the pursuit of green political goals camouflaged falsely as
‘environmental’ issues.
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Dictionary definition of fraud: Presenting something as it is not, to secure unfair gain
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